ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Motion capture and computer animation techniques have made significant progress in game and film industry. Detecting movements of people in 3D and displaying it in a 3D virtual scene is a research problem.
There are two ways for motion capture, marker based motion capture and markerless motion capture. The Marker based motion capture has many drawbacks, the major drawback is that the performer has to wear a suit which consists of sensor or markers on it and the process consist of handling multiple cameras placed in a room, hence markerless motion capture has become a major area of research. In markerless motion capture the performer doesn't have to wear a suit, but still markerless motion capture is a challenging task.
The markerless motion capture is not an easy task to perform as it requires extra effort, so enough good results cannot be obtained using a single ordinary camera, the process still requires a set of multiples cameras placed all over the room, which also increases cost of the overall system. With the development of depth cameras such as Microsoft Kinect has eased the task of motion capture, without requiring the burden of multiple cameras, hence it decreases the cost of overall system. This paper gives a survey on various available techniques related to motion capture. All these techniques intend to develop an automated body motion capture technique which helps to create a digital animation in 3D, which can ease the task of animators. This paper also presents a discussion on depth camera and libraries that can be applied for skeleton tracking. The paper proposes markerless motion capture system for 3D human character animation which can be applied for any HCI application like gaming, film industry, motion analysis in sports and many more. For proposed idea kinect camera has been used, which captures real time videos and gives output as a skeleton. We apply kinect with Microsoft kinect SDK for better performance, for creating a human model open source software of Make Human [29] is used and rigging is performed using algorithm mentioned in [22] .
The paper is organized as follows. Section II gives the review of motion and skeleton tracking techniques, section III gives discussion on depth cameras and libraries that can be applied for skeleton tracking, section IV presents the methodology, mathematical model in section V and conclusion is presented in section VI.
REVIEW OF MOTION AND SKELETON TRACKING TECHNIQUES
The researchers have surveyed various approaches for body motion and skeleton tracking for various applications. The body motion and skeleton tracking techniques using an ordinary camera are not easy and require extensive time in developing. The survey of motion capture and motion capture for animation using kinect is presented in Table 1 . And the survey of body and skeleton tracking techniques are presented by the technique used along with advantages, disadvantages and illustration as shown in Table 2 . 
REVIEW OF DEPTH CAMERAS AND LIBRARIES SUPPORTED
In Table 3 presents a survey on depth cameras available in market with their specifications, and Table 4 gives a comparison of different Natural User Interface (NUI) libraries available with advantages and disadvantages. Some researchers have tried to use more than one camera to detect and determine the depth of an object, which increases the cost and the system slows down due to increased data processing. Fortunately, due to the advancement in camera technology, depth camera such as kinect sensor makes it possible to get the depth of an object.
As using the depth information provided by kinect camera, each pixel corresponds to the estimate of the distance between the kinect camera and the closest object in the scene at that pixel's location, with the help of this information kinect camera allows to track different parts of human body in three dimension.
Figure 1. Kinect skeleton model of joints
Kinect camera allows us to produce depth, texture, user and skeleton information. The depth information is obtained from IR cameras on kinect; the texture information is the RGB color map of the scene which can be obtained through the RGB camera on the kinect. The user information is obtained from the binary images which includes the detected people in the scene. To obtain the skeleton information the person has to stand in front of kinect camera, as we are using MS kinect SDK calibration pose is not required and kinect tracks the human skeleton in real time. The MS kinect SDK is a middle ware framework supported by kinect camera; we get 20 joint positions using MS kinect SDK. The skeleton joint positions obtained from kinect camera are shown in figure 1 . Following are the major steps involved in the proposed system.
Steps:
Skeleton Recognition and Tracking 2. 3D Human Model Creation 3. Rigging 4. Application of Motion Data to Rig
The Table 5 shows the dataset defined for the system to apply for sports; the gestures involved are recognised by the kinect camera. The following figure 2 shows the proposed methodology of our system, the system consist of the following major phases in implementation. 
Skeleton Recognition and Tracking
The process of extracting skeleton of the body from the input data is termed as skeleton recognition and capturing the movements of each joint position frame by frame is termed as skeleton tracking.
The skeleton recognition is done using Kinect camera, the process includes separating foreground from background; once the foreground is obtained, human body is separated out and the human body is segmented into different regions to get the skeleton joints. This technique is done using the algorithm based on the paper by Shotton and et. al. [8] . The skeleton tracking is done using MS Kinect SDK framework.
3D Human Model Creation
The 3D human model is created using open source software of MakeHuman and student version of Autodesk Maya. The process consists of following phases. 1. Mesh model is created.
2.
Texture is applied on the mesh. 3.
Clothing is applied on the human model.
Rigging
Rigging is the process of attaching skeleton to a human model; the human model is prepared using open source software of Make Human. The joints of the skeleton need to be placed at corresponding positions on the created human model in order to map rig character skeleton with captured kinect skeleton.
The input to rigging phase is the human model created and the input skeleton obtained from the kinect camera, to perform the rigging process we use the algorithm based on the paper by Ilya Baran and Jovan Popovic [22] . The output of the rigging phase is skeleton attached to the human model. 
Application of Motion Data to Rig
Once the rigging process is completed we need to apply the motion data that we get from skeleton tracking phase to rig character to perform animation. The data obtained from skeleton tracking phase is relevant only to the position of joints. Making the rig character to follow these positions is not correct; due to mismatch of size. Hence we need to extract rotations obtained from skeleton tracking phase to the rig character, to do so we use the concept of motion data transformation using rotation matrix.
To compute the rotation matrix, we need to get the rotation angles of all the joints relatively to x, y and z axis. But we have only the joints positions in every frame. In order to compute all joints rotation matrix A satisfying equation Y = AX, where Y, X are the transformed and original vertices respectively and A is the rotation matrix. To compute the original rotation matrix M (v, θ) through the following equation using a unit vector v = (x, y, z) which is perpendicular to a, b.
Where a is vector of one bone of the last frame and b is vector of same bone in current frame.
The final rotation matrix is computed as:
Once the rotations are transformed to the rig character, the rig character performs similar actions as that of the performer, which will be the output of the system.
MATHEMATICAL MODEL
The mathematical model for the proposed system is stated below. Objective: Real time 3D character animation using markerless motion capture. 
CONCLUSIONS
After conducting a survey on different motion capture and skeleton tracking technique, it is found that there is lot of scope for the development of such system. Hence, we proposed a system using markerless motion capture for 3D human character animation using kinect camera, which takes comparatively less development and processing time, this technique can widely be applied for gaming and film industry.
We have also done survey on various depth cameras available and different NUI libraries available for development with these cameras.
